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1. Introduction

Writing is an essential aspect of every student’s life and education, from school to university. You face various assignments every day, ranging from one paragraph to dozens of pages, so you should master composition skills and ace various forms of writing to excel in your studies without a problem. Thus, it’s better to start your learning journey as early as possible, equipping yourself with vital written expression skills.

This e-book is meant to familiarize you with all ins and outs of writing, teaching you the process approach to writing that involves three major stages:

Please keep in mind that the second and third stages are iterative, and the process rarely takes the linear form. Once you review the draft, you may find it necessary to change some paragraphs’ places or strengthen your arguments in one of the parts. Don’t hesitate to edit the draft, as only multiple revisions can bring it to perfection.

By the end of this book, you’re expected to learn:

- How to use different essay structures and break down the tasks into small, manageable chunks.
- How to model paragraphs in an essay.
- Where and how to find credible sources for your writing piece.
- How to apply critical thinking in the writing process.
- How to make conscious choices of words, sentences, and structuring techniques to meet the professor’s requirements.
■ How to structure the essay in line with compositional rules.
■ How to reference your external evidence to avoid plagiarism.
■ How to outline your work and develop the central thesis.

These and many more pieces of advice and professional guidelines have been carefully prepared to walk you through the basics of essay writing. So, let’s cover the fundamentals and structure your knowledge about essays to let you ace any assignment at any level of study.

1.1 What is a good essay?

Academic writing is what many students are afraid of. This formal writing style serves such educational institutions as colleges and universities. Because academic writing is supported by rigorous standards, it is used by students, professors, researchers, and scientists. For college students, it is a novelty, and they face many difficulties in mastering academic style writing.

They often believe that writing for college or university is something extraordinary. But it is manageable. All you have to do is follow the rules and practice your college paper creation. In this guide, we will dig deep to reveal the concept of research creation, its features, and ways to handle it for the best scores.

Creating an essay is far from a simple task. It requires concentration, attention to detail, good knowledge of grammar, punctuation, spelling, and analytical skills. It is not enough to simply scribble down a couple of lines. They should be structured, well-thought, and meaningful.

The structure of any essay contains an introduction, main body, and conclusion or summary. These are not simply separate paragraphs but items with logical connections. The introduction in the text is meant to be the reader acquainted with the issue that will be discussed next.

The main body is supposed to present the arguments that support or reject the idea. Eventually, the conclusion should be drawn as a final thought on everything discussed in the paper.

If you have proper guidelines and break down your essay into sections, you will simplify the writing process. When you have such an assignment to complete, there are a few
steps you should follow. But first, you must read the prompt carefully to understand what your tutor expects from the academic paper.

Below are crucial steps to help you craft a remarkable paper.

**STEP 1**
**Preparation**
- Selecting a topic
- In-depth research
- Developing an outline

**STEP 2**
**Writing**
- Developing a thesis
- Drafting the text
- Comprising a reference list

**STEP 3**
**Review and revision**
- Reviewing grammar, spelling, structural, etc. errors

In the subsequent sections, we will elaborate on how to approach every stage of paper creation, focusing on the key do’s and don’ts, as well as other key features for a successful outcome.
2. Preparation

Essays are academic papers that present ideas or propose logical arguments from the writer’s perspective. Essay composition is essential in academics since it measures students’ analytical and writing skills. However, writing an effective essay requires in-depth research, analysis, and interpretation. Thus, you need adequate time to prepare for the task and complete it in line with all academic conventions.

As a student, you will encounter many essay tasks from your professors. The pre-writing phase is equally significant whether you are required to write a persuasive or argumentative essay. The primary purpose of preparation is to plan your writing process and narrow the essay’s main focus. It entails picking a relevant topic, researching extensively, and developing an essay outline.

To do this, you can have a brainstorming session as you write down important notes about the subject matter. Other vital pre-writing methods include mind mapping, journaling, and free-writing.

Let us explore some of the goals of the pre-writing stage:

- Clear reasoning.
- Development of logical arguments.
- Thorough analysis.
- Investment in further writing efficiency.
- Proper thought organization.

Furthermore, adequate preparation gives you enough data to understand your target audience and deliver the right message effectively. Read on to get insights on choosing a good essay topic and identifying the best research sources.
2.1 How to define the topic of your essay?

Selecting an essay topic is crucial since it must align with the subject you want to analyze. Sometimes the professor gives out the topics, but in some cases, you will be tasked to pick a topic on your own. Idea generation is a simple yet creative exercise; it does not follow any systematic approach, so you can use an essay title generator or free essay samples to get inspiration and direction.

You can generate thought-provoking ideas in many ways. No standard option can help you arrive at a great topic effortlessly. Thus, you should choose the methods that work well for you as a writer. Here are some insightful tips to help you select a relevant essay topic.

#1 Understand the Prompt

As part of the pre-writing phase, you must first understand your assignment. Ensure you establish the scope of your essay task (what it should and shouldn’t cover). Knowing your tutor’s expectations determines how you will plan your essay work, which is imperative at the initial stages of writing.

The basic aspects to pay attention to are:

✦ The essay’s length (pages or words).
✦ The deadline.
✦ The subject area.
✦ The referencing style.
✦ The number and type of sources you need to use.

Moreover, you should check if the essay relates to your previous class sessions or if you must carry out independent research beyond the learned materials.

#2 Approaches to topic generation

Coming up with ideas for your academic paper might seem easy, but where do you start? We have compiled a few techniques to help you jumpstart the process.
- **Brainstorm**
  
  Brainstorming entails writing down your thoughts while taking short notes. Identify one main idea and write down anything coming to your mind on paper without thinking too much about it. When you are done, move to the next idea until you get several workable options.

- **Discussion**
  
  Another option is to meet with your coursemates, professor, or friends to discuss the subject matter. Group discussions will give you a wider perspective on approaching your academic assignment.

- **Free write**
  
  As the name suggests, you write freely without stopping for around three minutes. Afterward, check your written piece to spot relevant ideas and focus on them at further stages.

### #3 Tips for finding a good essay topic quickly

Whatever approach you use to generate ideas is acceptable if you are consistent and diligent in its use. To give you more weight in your preparation phase, here are a few tips to assist you in selecting the best topic.

- **Be creative**
  
  Great ideas come from creative minds without limitations. You don't have to think logically at the topic ideation stage. As long as your idea makes sense and is relevant to the topic, you are in the right direction.

- **Use a broad angle**
  
  Working from a broad perspective is imperative before you finally focus on a specific topic. Narrowing down an idea early in the pre-writing stage may prevent you from discovering more arguments.

- **Pick an interesting topic**
  
  Many writers prefer to work on topics that resonate with their interests. Picking a familiar topic will make your essay more engaging to your audience.
If you are still grappling with getting a good topic, we recommend using reliable essay databases to search for specific references by topic. You can draw inspiration from free essay examples, guiding you in theme selection and argumentation. Another effective option is to use an essay title generator to structure a broad topic and narrow the scope with a few essential keywords.

2.2 Research & Sources

After identifying a relevant topic, the next phase is research and analysis. You must find credible sources when researching your essay topic. Usually, a trusted source has information that academicians within your subject field would approve to be used as research material. Credible sources must also have objective and relevant content to what you are investigating at a particular time.

Therefore, it is imperative to thoroughly assess each source that you want to use because credibility is key. Incorporating unreliable sources will make your academic work questionable.

The initial phase for any research work for many students is the Google search engine – the starting point of all academic inquiries that contains zillions of sources and databases with relevant information. Popular databases containing only scholarly, peer-reviewed research publications are:

- **Google Scholar**
  
  Google Scholar is a free search engine containing many scholarly works. It has numerous databases covering multiple disciplines, offering fast retrieval, and is easy to use.

- **JSTOR**
  
  Founded in 1994 by William G. Bowen, JSTOR is a free-access digital library offering great academic resources. You can access millions of journals and books covering different subjects.

- **Scopus**
  
  It is one of the largest bibliographic databases covering scholarly articles on many subjects. Besides research papers, Scopus offers rankings for academic journals.
author profiling, and analytical tools. With over 1.4 billion references, Scopus is easy to navigate and is a useful platform for many academic researchers.

- **Web of Science**

  Launched in 1997 by Clarivate, Web of Science is another huge reference and citation database. It covers over 100 million research items for multiple disciplines. However, only institutions can subscribe and offer free access to their students via the university network.

- **PubMed**

  PubMed is an authoritative platform that stores over 34 million academic journals for medical and biological studies. You can access links to websites or PDF articles of various publishers for free.

- **ERIC**

  Eric is your go-to database for education science, covering more than 1.3 million titles. It contains detailed bibliographic records of different literature.

- **IEEE Explore**

  If you are looking for research items in the engineering field, IEEE is the best source. It is an authoritative platform with more than 5 million academic resources, ranging from journals and books to conference papers. Students and professionals in the field can access the database for free.

- **ScienceDirect**

  ScienceDirect is a leading portal covering approximately 16 million academic resources. Elsevier has published journals and e-books in multiple disciplines with free access to the public.
Here are some of the parameters that a credible source should meet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Currency</td>
<td>The information in the source should be timely.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevance</td>
<td>The content should meet your academic purpose.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authority</td>
<td>The source should be written by experts in the field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>The information should be true and reliable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpose</td>
<td>The data contained in the source meets its designated purposes and is relevant to your academic area.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When evaluating a research source for credibility, check if it meets the above conditions and work only with the sources meeting all five quality criteria.

### 2.3 Define your essay thesis statement

Thesis statement writing is unavoidable; it should be included in every academic work, small and large, so that the reader understands the key purpose and message of the text they read. Tutors often don’t go farther than the first paragraph of their students’ essays if the thesis statement is weak or absent. So, the skill of high-quality thesis statement composition is the Holy Grail that all students look for.

Wonder ‘how do I write my thesis statement’? Is there a universal guide for composing unbeatable statements? Here are the comprehensive thesis statement guidelines that will help every student move one step further in honing this skill.

In a nutshell, the thesis statement is an academic text’s kernel. It is the core idea that the writer explores throughout the essay, research paper, report, or dissertation. So, the task of this element is to state the main idea and writer’s opinion in simple, clear words.
The thesis statement is a roadmap of your paper, directing its major arguments and structuring your points. It guides the readers through the paper and gives them clues to the logic of your interpretation of facts.

Typically, thesis statements are placed at the end of the introduction paragraph or section. They culminate your context and problem description, showing what stand you have taken toward the studied issue and what subject you’re going to explore.

Now let’s proceed to the process of composing a good, persuasive thesis statement. To understand how it can be written, you should follow the steps used by every credible thesis statement writing service:

- Make a list of the main ideas on your topic in bullet point form.
- Brainstorm the essential ideas and thoughts coming to your mind after the initial research on the subject.
- Make connections between the points.
- Think of the cause-and-effect relationships and implications.
- Condense your vision of the topic and associated facts into one-two sentences and present them in the thesis statement.

Though a thesis statement is usually one sentence (maximum two), you still need to follow certain structuring conventions to correspond to the academic standards and tutor’s expectations. The indispensable components a thesis statement should include

As the structure presented in the previous section presupposes, the end of your thesis statement should contain the evidence with which you plan to back your argument. As for the things to avoid, many students confuse a thesis statement with many other parts of an academic paper.
So, for your clarity, we have summarized what a thesis statement IS NOT:

- Don’t make a thesis statement in the form of a list.
- Make sure it is not too broad and not too narrow.
- Don’t use one specific example as a thesis statement.
- Don’t include unrelated points to it.
- Don’t use quotes in the thesis statement.
- Don’t formulate thesis statements as opinionated phrases like “I think” or “I feel.”
- Don’t exceed two sentences.

### 2.4 Create an outline

An essay outline is a map that allows you to organize your ideas before writing an actual essay. It entails a summary of the content in an orderly structure with all the main points. Writing an essay outline is an essential part of an academic paper.

It is a plan that guides you during the process of writing. But students have various academic assignments, and writing all of them at once can be confusing. A layout for each project will ease your writing burden because it offers guidance during the drafting stage.

Outline essay skills are vital for students to assist them in submitting quality papers. However, it may be a challenging task requiring a thorough understanding of the assignment. Read along to gain more insight and tips on how to create an ideal structure for your essay.

As mentioned above, the assignment’s structure is a guideline that assists you in planning before you start the actual writing. It ensures that you give priority to significant points, which will, in turn, make your essay effective and captivating to the readers.
It is imperative to note that a layout has the format of a standard essay consisting of the introduction, body, and conclusion. Even though most essays have the same structure, each has unique features, which you should learn to create an essay outline.

Below are tips that will help you to come up with a good outline:

■ Understand the essay question. The first step is to follow the paper instructions clearly. Ensure that you highlight key phrases before you start your draft. If the question is confusing, ask your tutor for clarification.

■ Choose a topic and develop ideas/arguments. After you build a clear understanding of the question, brainstorm topic ideas, and select the one that is relevant to the assignment. Choose an interesting topic that will grab the readers’ attention. Free-write and develop the topic for the main themes.

■ The topic will lead you to identify the main theme of your academic paper. What do you intend to achieve? Do you want to inform, entertain, or persuade your readers?

■ Target audience. It is essential to know your target audience to create an effective layout. Who will read your paper? Is it your professor or fellow students?

■ Thesis statement. Compose a brief sentence highlighting the topic question and how you will argue its main points. It has to be clear, concise, and accurate.

■ Ensure that you create a detailed and coherent plan for each part.

■ Use proper terminology.
Structured drafts are significant in helping writers to communicate effectively. If you still feel stuck on how to write an essay outline, check out the following do’s and don’ts that will impact your writing skills.

**DO’S**

- Carry out extensive research on the topic to help you organize your thoughts and ensure a logical flow. Use the Internet, books, and insightful resources to help you come up with a good layout.

- Have a clear objective in mind to prevent you from deviating from the main points.

- Write down all the main points and ideas that you want to highlight.

- Invest your time in the pre-writing stage, which entails organizing, revising, and eliminating weak points while you put the draft in the required format.

- Use formal language since it is an educational paper that requires compliance with high standards of writing.

- Use a proper formatting style to give a good first impression of your outline.

- Edit and proofread your resulting draft thoroughly before submission.

**DON’TS**

- Avoid vague statements in your outline; it might be confusing to the readers, thus making the outline ineffective.

- You must not copy outline content from the Internet; plagiarism is an offense that causes grave consequences.

- Don’t forget about the significance of the draft; it is your writing map.
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2.5 What should be the length of my essay?

The length of your essay usually depends on several factors – academic level, subject, the professor’s requirements, and the department’s rules. Unlike other research papers, an essay is typically smaller.

As a rule, professors issue clear instructions on the expected pages or word count you are supposed to write. It is always given in the form of a range; for instance, 1,500-2,000 words or 8-10 pages. If you can’t find the word count guidelines, it is advisable to ask the instructor. But it is important to remember that the quality of your essay matters more than its word count. So, you should focus on developing reasonable arguments and structure the essay logically and coherently as your main priority.

Word Limit in Academic Writing

Academic papers usually have a specific word count that students should follow. Word count is significant since it helps students to present their arguments within a set limit. As a student, it trains you to compose short or extended arguments, depending on the required word limit.

Moreover, the word limit in academics ensures fairness during grading. For instance, an essay with a 10,000-word count will be graded differently from one with 1,000 words. So, it allows students to know what the instructor expects from them.

Apart from measuring your knowledge, academic papers should communicate your ideas effectively. Thus, professors set word limits to boost your writing skills, such as choosing the right information and expanding or condensing it in the essay.

Take note that professors are strict when inspecting the word count of academic papers. Your professor already knows the information you are supposed to cover within a specific limit. So, you will get a score reduction penalty if you exceed the word count by more than 10%. Conversely, submitting a paper with a lower count is also a problem, as you might have left out essential information required in the research paper.
How to meet the word limit

Once your paper is finished, you might see that you’ve exceeded the word count or didn’t meet the mandatory minimum. If you are grappling with attaining the limit, here are pointers to help you:

■ Include supporting evidence and relevant examples on each point and calculate the size of every paragraph.
■ Add details to make the arguments stronger if you lack words.
■ Avoid using filler words to meet the word count if you’re above the limit.
■ Do some simple math, giving 10% to an introduction and a conclusion and dividing the remaining word count between the number of paragraphs you have.

Using these tips, you can get in control of the word count, avoiding too extensive or too short topic coverage.

How to avoid exceeding the word limit

Some instructors might allow you to surpass the word count by a specific percentage, say 10% or 15%. So, for a 3,500-4,000-word essay, you can include an extra 400 to 600 words. Still, keep in mind that the requirements vary for each school or course. You can condense the excessive word count by using these tips:

■ Remove irrelevant information in each paragraph.
■ Remove filler words and write short and clear sentences.
■ Ensure the introduction and conclusion sections are well-written and don’t sound redundant.
■ Deal with one point in each paragraph.
■ Ensure proper transitions after revisions.
Essay Length Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Essay Type</th>
<th>Words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High School</td>
<td>300-1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College Admission</td>
<td>200-650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergraduate</td>
<td>1500-5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate School Admission</td>
<td>500-1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate School</td>
<td>2500-6000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.6 Preparation Checklist

Academic writing is a skill that requires time and effort, especially in the initial stages. You must read the prompt carefully to define the subject. Knowing the word limit, subject, referencing style, and research sources you need to include will guide you during the process.

Now that you know what the pre-writing phase entails, below is a recap of the preparation checklist.

1. Define the essay topic.
2. Understand the prompt.
3. Pick one of the methods for a topic generation – brainstorm, discuss, or free write.
4. Be creative.
5. Use a broad angle.
6. Pick an interesting topic.
7. Research the subject extensively and select credible sources.


9. Create an outline.

10. Write your paper within the word limit.

So, set aside adequate time to prepare your writing and ensure it follows the required academic standards.
3. Writing

Now that all preparation is over, it's time to sit down to write your essay. This stage is very important, as a well-written essay will serve a set of learning goals:

- Showing to your professor that you comprehend the class material
- Exhibiting your research and writing skills
- Proving that you have covered the class readings and connected the dots

Naturally, the professor will be able to assess the outcome of your writing effort only in case your essay is relevant to the assigned topic and meets the prompt's requirements (referencing style, length, and essay type). So, before submitting the essay, you need to check whether your essay meets all criteria, such as:

- Proper structuring (an introduction, a body, and a conclusion).
- Presence of a persuasive thesis statement.
- Paragraphs focusing on one idea each.
- Clear topic sentences at the beginning of every paragraph.
- Communication of your ideas and standpoint on the topic.
- Contextualization of acquired knowledge.

This section of our e-book details all writing essentials to equip you with working techniques for all writing steps. Read on to find out the basics of essay structuring, the mandatory components of all essay parts, and a writing checklist to use when preparing your assignment for submission.
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3.1 The structure of an essay

Every student knows that an essay should contain three major parts – an introduction, a body, and a conclusion. However, it seems to look simpler than it works in reality. How much space should you dedicate to each part? What should each of them contain to avoid redundancy? All these issues may become pretty problematic, especially for newbies.

Thus, we’ve composed this section to highlight all ins and outs of essay structuring. With this universal guidance, you’ll never have any more questions about essay components and their length. Here is a quick walkthrough of the essay structure.

| Introduction | ■ Sets the broad context for your essay  
|             | ■ Indicates the problem you’re planning to examine  
|             | ■ Provides a thesis statement with your standpoint and argumentation structure |
| Body        | ■ Shares the main arguments supporting your thesis  
|            | ■ Supports the arguments with credible external evidence and facts  
|            | ■ Lays out arguments on a paragraph-by-paragraph basis  
|            | ■ Contains only paragraphs relating to the thesis statement |
| Conclusion  | ■ Wraps up everything you’ve covered in the body of the essay  
|            | ■ Restates your thesis  
|            | ■ Draws broader implications about the topic's significance |
By following this structure, you can organize your ideas and avoid readers’ confusion. This outline helps stay on-topic and avoid deviations that don’t bear any value for your arguments and main topic. Some more structuring tips are as follows:

- Imagine your introduction paragraph in the form of an upside-down triangle. You need to move from the general to the particular, thus jotting down the paragraph to your specific essay goal at the end. Similarly, a conclusion works as a regular triangle – you move from concrete ideas to broader implications.

- Structuring of your body paragraphs should also follow specific conventions. We recommend starting with the strongest claim and moving to less powerful ones in the analysis process. It’s vital to achieve maximal persuasive effect from the start, magnifying that effect with additional arguments.

- If you write an essay about chronological events, never jump from older to newer dates and vice versa. Structure your body around a consistent chronology, thus making your essay consistent and readable.

Now, let’s talk about each section in more detail. We’ll share some structuring approaches and tips to make your writing process a breeze.

### 3.2 Introduction

The opening part of your essay is sometimes the only thing your reader will see. If the intro doesn’t grab the reader’s attention and communicate the main purpose of your essay, many will leave without reading it to an end. Thus, it’s vital to invest proper time and effort into writing an impactful introduction and urge the audience to move on.

The mandatory minimum for an introductory paragraph is three points:

- A hook (or attention-grabber) captures the reader’s attention and gives basic data about the essay’s subject.

- Background information sets the essay’s context and further formulation of the problem.

- A thesis statement outlines your position and clarifies how you plan to approach the topic.

In terms of word count, your introduction should be not more than 10% of the total essay length. If, for instance, you’re assigned a 1,000-word essay, limit the intro to 100 words.
By the end of reading your introduction, the readers should:

- Know the topic
- Understand your position on the topic
- Predict how you'll address it in other parts of your text

It sometimes makes sense to think of an introduction as a train announcement. You tell the reader what destination your train (read: essay) is going to and what stops (read: arguments) they will have on the way to the final point.

### 3.3 Body

In line with the structuring conventions, the body of an essay should contain several paragraphs covering the author's main points in support of the thesis statement. Regardless of the number of paragraphs (which depends on your essay's length), you should stick to the following rules of paragraph composition:

- Each paragraph should start with a topic sentence. It's like a mini-thesis statement declaring what your paragraph will be about. Don't use more than one main idea in a paragraph – all sentences in it should relate directly to the topic sentence.

- Next comes the supporting evidence for your topic sentence. It's better to choose relevant external evidence and strengthen your opinion voiced in a topic sentence with relevant quotes, statistics, and observations of important scholars in your area.

- After the cited evidence, you need to offer your interpretation of those facts to show how you connect the dots between theory and practice, relating the external evidence to your essay topic.

- The final sentence in a paragraph is a transition to the next paragraph. Double-check that it links the present and the next paragraphs, which ensures your text's consistency.

You can use several approaches to body paragraphs' structuring. The most popular of them are the PEE (Point, Evidence, Explanation), TEA (Topic, Evidence, Analysis), and WEED (What is it about? Evidence, Examples, Did I answer the "so what" question?)
approaches. No matter what algorithm you use, the essence of paragraph construction remains the same: you establish the point, support it with evidence, and analyze the evidence concerning that point.

A good way to analyze your body's consistency is to copy-paste the topic sentences into a separate file once the essay is over and to have a look at whether they reflect the thesis statement and support it. Off-topic paragraphs should be removed, as they may weaken your argumentation and prevent you from achieving the initially established research purpose.

3.4 Conclusion

Now that the main body of your essay and an introduction are ready, it's time to wrap everything up. The concluding part is very important in any academic paper, as it helps summarize your key arguments, revisits the thesis statement, and draws broader implications for your study area. So, you shouldn't underestimate the time and effort required to produce an effective ending.

Is there a proven algorithm for writing a great conclusion? Overall, you will make your wrap-up stronger if you follow these steps:

■ Tie all points you've covered in the body of your essay to the thesis statement.

■ Talk about your findings' broader significance.

■ Use a strong final statement or call to action to leave the readers with a lasting impression.

Here are a couple more tips for leaving a lasting impression on your readers with an impactful conclusion:

■ Don't introduce new information.

■ Don't contradict yourself.

■ Don't apologize or underestimate your authority.

■ Don't confuse readers.

Let's illustrate what we mean with several examples. Here is a bad conclusion for an essay about school uniforms.
As the presented evidence suggests, school uniforms should be introduced at all schools to address the socio-economic differences of students and prevent bullying. Besides, Johnson (2019) clarified that school uniforms raise students’ self-esteem. However, it’s only the author’s humble opinion based on several sources’ reviews, and further research is needed to validate this position.

As you can see, the concluding part introduces new data and undermines the author’s credibility. Here is a better variant of the same conclusion.

As the presented evidence suggests, introducing school uniforms benefits the psychological climate in classes. Uniform clothing helps eliminate students’ socio-economic disparities and reduces the risks of bullying. Students also report greater self-confidence in classrooms where all peers are dressed similarly. Therefore, this policy change should be introduced in American schools as soon as possible.

3.5 Writing checklist

As you can see, structuring skills and an ability to focus on your topic play a huge role in effective, frictionless writing. Use our checklist after the text is finished to see whether you’ve complied with all writing rules and conventions.

- Your essay has a clearly defined topic and scope.
- The introduction and conclusion take not more than 10% of the word count each.
- The introduction sets the context for further discussion with background information.
- There is a structured thesis statement at the end of the introduction.
- Your essay’s body has several paragraphs, each focused on one idea.
- All paragraphs relate to the thesis statement and support it.
Every paragraph has at least 3 sentences and includes a topic sentence, supporting evidence, and your provided data analysis.

The essay ends with a concise conclusion restating the main points and the thesis.

You include a final impactful statement at the end of the text to make a lasting impression on the readers.

Going through your text once again before submission often becomes a grade-saver, so why leave your score to chance? Use this checklist whenever you write an academic assignment, and ensure you get the maximum score for your research and writing effort. Besides, keep in mind that an essay generator can help you whenever you lack inspiration or essay ideas.
4. Revision

Now that the writing stage is over, you have a ready essay in your hands. But don't haste to hand it in to your professor! The risks are high that you have missed some typos or logical errors when writing. Making mistakes is natural, and even the greatest authors make them. It’s only the diligence of revision that distinguishes a mediocre writer from a great one.

The revision process involves several steps, as it has to focus on multiple levels of your writing:

- Your structure and organization.
- Grammar and syntax (mechanics).
- Plagiarism (the way you credited external evidence).
- Formatting (whether your essay is properly formatted in line with APA, MLA, or any other style your professor has assigned).

Many students dread revisions because they think it’s a punishment for writing a bad text. In fact, it’s only a part of the writing process that help you refine and polish your sentences, paragraphs, and the entire writing piece based on the feedback you received from people who you asked, "please critique my essay." If you approach the task creatively and constructively, you’re sure to find some pleasure in it.

Here are some effective revision approaches and strategies you may apply.

#1 General rereading

The first step of effective revision is a careful rereading of your paper. By rereading your text, you can compare what you’ve written with your sense or idea of what you should have had. This exercise should be done at least a couple of hours (preferably days) after you’ve written the essay so that you have a clear, objective approach to it. Rereading should be done several times after editions, as the parts you’ve changed will need to be smoothly integrated again.
When you complete the rereading stage, you need to check whether:

- Your essay meets the initially stated purpose (the one you declared in the thesis statement)
- It is properly organized, moving from the general to the concrete and clarifying all terms on the way.

**#2 Paragraph-level revision**

This revision stage involves taking each separate paragraph and digging deep into its structure. Things to check include:

- Whether the topic sentence supports the paragraph's idea.
- Whether the paragraph starts with a topic sentence and ends with a conclusion/transition.
- Whether the evidence you give in the paragraph looks redundant (some sentences or their fragments can be removed without changing the meaning).
- Whether all assertions support each other without contradictions.

**#3 Word-level revision**

Once the structure, cohesion, and compliance with the purpose are verified, you need to check the text’s mechanics. Use efficient grammar tools for a rigorous spell check and grammar check, and then go through the text manually, spotting all typos, syntax issues, or inappropriate transitions. Things to check are:

- Overly complex sentence structures.
- Chunky, non-connected sentences.
- Proper use of conjunctions and semicolons.
- Proper use of transitions.
- Redundant words.
- Overly complicated vocabulary.
- Typos and grammar errors.
#4 Plagiarism

The final stage of your revision should always involve a thorough plag check. There's nothing worse than being accused of plagiarism in an academic institution. We know you may commit this crime unconsciously, but it's still an academic crime. So, we recommend using a reliable checker (here is an excellent, free essay plagiarism checker you can use without limitations) to spot any non-original fragments and complete the final amendments. Here is another free plagiarism checker you may try out.

Don’t use Turnitin for the intermediary plagiarism review. This program is meant for professors to check your essay’s originality. Once it enters the database, it will highlight plagiarism in every sentence during subsequent checks. Thus, it’s better to reserve this instrument for your tutor’s use, saving your time and effort.

4.1 Revision Checklist

Let’s cover the main points of revision once more, giving you a brief recap of the editing and polishing process.

- Set the paper aside for some time before revising it.
- Read the text aloud to capture the inconsistencies with several senses.
- Check the essay’s compliance with the formulated purpose.
- Check the paper for compliance with the professor’s prompt (number of words, referencing style).
- Check the essay’s organization and structure.
- Review the content’s relevance to the topic.
- Check whether you’ve used the appropriate number of sources and referenced them correctly.
- Proofread the text for mechanical errors.
- Run a plag check at the end.

Never skip this part of the writing process, as it can save your grade and reputation. As a famous proverb says, "to err is human; to edit is divine." So, make sure to reserve some time for a quick review, and you’ll be fascinated to see how many minor issues you’ll spot.
5. Essay formatting and citation

An essay is not only about words; it should possess a consistent organization and format, following a single standard of spacing, indentation, and referencing rules. It’s pretty hard for the professor to check your paper if you have different fonts or spacing in various parts, change the margins from page to page, and jump from one citation style to another. Thus, it’s vital to pick one format and stick to it throughout the entire paper; extra grade points will reward this skill.

Formatting an essay shouldn’t be hard if you know all conventions and use one style guide in the work process. Universal formatting rules are:

- 1-inch margins on all sides of the page.
- Double of 1.5 spacing between the lines.
- Legible fonts (Arial or Times New Roman), size 12.
- Left indentation of text.
- One-inch indentation at the beginning of new paragraphs (though in some styles, it’s optional).
- Bolded and capitalized headings and subheadings (formatted in line with the citation style).
- A separate title page (for all styles except for MLA) – use a handy essay title page generator if you’re unsure how to create one.
- A separate page with references used in the text.

You’re already saved from an F if you respect these basic formatting principles. However, formatting is only half of the visual organization business. You must also ensure that all external sources are cited correctly and in line with the assigned referencing style. To date, the most well-known and widely used referencing styles are:

- **APA** is an abbreviation for the American Psychology Association. The APA style is a commonly used citation approach in behavioral and social sciences writing. It follows
an author-date format of citation, which means you need to indicate the author's last name and the year when the source was published.

- **MLA** is an abbreviation of the Modern Language Association. As its name suggests, this referencing style is most commonly used in literary analysis. It emphasizes the page number from which specific information or quote was taken. MLA urges the students to indicate the author's last name and the page number for direct and indirect quoting.

- **Chicago** is most commonly used in humanities, sciences, and social sciences. It also follows an author-date citation style, though with slight differences from APA. Sometimes you may also be asked to use the Chicago style in History writings.

- **Harvard** is the most popular referencing style of UK universities. It is widely applied in all kinds of writing and comes in many subtypes. Most of them require an author-date or an author-date-page citation format.

- **OSCOLA** is an abbreviation for the Oxford Standard for the Citation of Legal Authorities, created by specialists of Oxford University for post-graduate law students.

- **Oxford** and **Chicago/Turabian** footnoting styles require putting a superscript number in the text and laying out the full reference of the used source in the footnote zone.

If you’re clueless about using the referencing style properly, you can always turn to a professional essay formatting service and have the task done for you by experts. It’s always vital to keep your format consistent, as it’s a considerable portion of your grade and a savior from plagiarism accusations. Thus, we strongly recommend using bibliography help when you’re in doubt or need a stellar-looking essay without flaws.

### 5.1 APA

Let's talk in more detail about the most famous citation style – APA. The present-day version of APA used in educational institutions worldwide is the 7th edition of the style guide (released in October 2019). The latest update simplified many cumbersome APA styling issues, making it a much user-friendlier referencing approach. The rule of thumb is to indicate the author and the date of the source's publication in parentheses. It's enough for an indirect quote. If you want to take a piece of external source and cite it word for word, you'll also need to indicate the page number. Here are the examples.

**The deadline can’t wait?**
Get an original essay on any topic NOW
Private schools became an additional source of socio-economic privilege (Johnson, 2009).

Johnson (2009) characterized private schools as new instruments of socio-economic privilege.

Some students may find it hard to use APA because of “numerous complexities and nuances of source citation” (Wade, 2019, p. 27).

Wade (2019) pointed out that it may be hard for students to apply APA because of “numerous complexities and nuances of source citation” (p. 27).

Here’s how you should cite sources with two authors.

Water boils at 100 degrees Celsius (John & Rode, 2020).

The source with three and more authors follows a simplified citation format now: hn

Waterman et al. (2019) clarified that children with a dysfunctional attachment history are at a higher risk of dropout.

Yet, you need to indicate all authors (up to 30) in full on the reference page.

The sources cited in APA style would look as follows in the References section.

BOOK

ARTICLE

WEB RESOURCE

Here are some more intricacies in APA use:

- Don’t capitalize the sources’ titles on the reference page. The only exception is the word following a colon in the title.
- Include DOIs and URLs for the peer-reviewed articles you’ve used.
- Direct quotes containing less than 40 words should be included in the text as narrative quotes. Quotes longer than 40 words should be indented and cited in the text without quotation marks.

APA doesn’t seem to be a hassle. Yet, as with any other referencing style, it has some nuances and peculiarities of use (otherwise, the APA style guide wouldn’t occupy 300+ pages). Thus, you can double-check the correctness of your citations using a free APA citation generator. It will show where you missed the point, allowing you to make corrections before the professor sees your paper.

5.2 MLA

MLA is also among the widely used referencing styles in modern schools, colleges, and universities. The MLA guide was updated and revised many times, and the present-day standard is laid out in the 8th edition of the referencing style.

It’s broadly applied as a uniform referencing format for literary analysis and social sciences works. Its popularity is explained by the simple two-part parenthetical approach to citing sources that even newbies can master. The reference page at the end of an MLA-style paper is called Works Cited; it contains alphabetically organized quotes used throughout the text.

Let’s take a look at how the MLA citations look in the text.
ONE AUTHOR

*The story was told long ago (Michael 25)*

*Michael told that story in his literary piece (25).*

TWO (OR MORE) AUTHORS

*Bradley and Hohn formulated this theory in 1903 (24).*

*The theory of social belonging was formulated in 1903 (Bradley and Hohn 24).*

NO AUTHOR

*Alcohol is given a pronounced role in O’Neill’s play (“Encyclopedia Britannica” 342).*

ELECTRONIC SOURCES

*High schools should perform their service center functions better (Weisman).*
Sample references in the Works Cited page would look as follows:

**BOOK**


**ARTICLE**


**WEB RESOURCE**


As you can see, the rules are pretty simple. You should indicate the author and the source page from which you took the information. If there is no author, use the source's name in inverted commas, and if there is no page, use only the author's name or the source's title. Several authors in one parenthesis should be ordered alphabetically.

Here are some nuances of using MLA today:

- Familiar historical documents (e.g., the Constitution, Magna Carta) don't require parenthetical referencing.

- Due to the rise of electronic documentation, many MLA conventions about page indication don't apply to sources students use. You can indicate the paragraph's number if the electronic source has that enumeration.

- You don't need to repeat the author's last name in the parenthesis if you've already mentioned it in the text; put only the page number.

- The MLA style doesn't use ampersand; the word "and" should be indicated for multiple authors.

- The works cited page should contain the authors' full names; no initials are used.

If you have no time to master all essentials of MLA formatting, use this handy and intuitive MLA citation generator. It will help you format the citations error-free, ensuring that you don’t get any essential grade reductions for MLA violations.
5.3 Chicago

Chicago is also an author-date style of citing sources, though it uses a different approach than APA. A parenthetical citation in the Chicago format typically contains the author’s last name, the year of publication, and the page number from which the data was taken (for direct quotes).

Here are some examples of how in-text citations can be formatted in Chicago.

ONE AUTHOR

Elliot (2005, 23) was the first to indicate the positives of school uniforms.

School uniforms’ benefits for modern schools were first highlighted in 2005 (Elliott 2005, 23).

TWO AUTHORS

Magnus and Ronald (2005, 10) noted that gastrointestinal problems are still frequently misdiagnosed.

Gastrointestinal problems are still frequently misdiagnosed (Magnus and Ronald 2005, 10).

THREE AND MORE AUTHORS

If three or more authors wrote your source, you can indicate only the first author’s last name and use et al., like in the example below:
The theory of relativity turned modern physics upside down (Meadows et al. 2020, 345).

Meadows et al. (2020, 345) noted that the theory of relativity turned modern physics upside down.

Citations formatted in the Chicago style should look as follows on the reference page:

**BOOK**


**ARTICLE**


**WEB RESOURCE**


Please note the following nuances of the Chicago style's use:

- There is no ampersand use in parenthetical citations of sources with two authors.
- There is no comma between the author's last name and the year of publication.
- Chicago may follow an author-date or endnote/bibliography style of citing sources, so you need to specify the nuances with your professor.
- Indicate DOIs and URLs for journals and peer-reviewed publications.

Whenever you have trouble with Chicago referencing, don't hesitate to use our handy Chicago citation generator. It will help you bring all citations to order and make the paper consistent.
6. Types of Essays

Returning to the basic definition of an essay, you'll see that it's a focused piece of writing performed with the purpose to inform the reader about something or persuade the audience to take the writer's side. Thus, it's vital to understand what type of essay is required from you when you approach the home task. The type affects how you structure an argument, choose sources, and format the entire text to meet its broader purpose.

There are many essay classifications today, with the broadest one including four main types:

- **Argumentative**
  
  This essay task usually tests the student's ability to form a specific opinion based on preliminary research and build an evidence-based argument in favor of that opinion. Thus, when assigned an argumentative essay, you should study available materials on your topic, pick a position you will argue, and choose reliable evidence to form a convincing argument.

- **Expository**
  
  Expository essays showcase the student's knowledge of a specific subject or topic. They don't pursue the task of persuading the audience in anything, and the key student skill they measure is the ability to communicate information clearly. To compose a great expository essay, you'll need to conduct exhaustive research on your topic and lay out all findings in a well-structured paper.

- **Narrative**
  
  This essay type is on the creative side of the academic writing process. Students' ability to develop a compelling narrative is tested in such assignments, as well as their creative language use skills.
Descriptive

Descriptive essays are also creative, though they strongly focus on describing sensory details. You may be asked to describe a process, an object, or a person, and the professor will evaluate your attention to detail, and the descriptive language means you’ve used.

In this e-book, we’re presenting a broader essay type classification, including 15 essay types. This list includes literally every type of academic assignment you might face at all levels of study, with detailed writing guidance and exciting topic suggestions.

6.1 Argumentative

What Is an Argumentative Essay?

Argumentative papers are common in colleges in various subjects such as history, literature, and political science. They are mostly assigned to test students’ writing and critical reasoning skills. It entails presenting concrete arguments to convince the readers about a specific subject. The student must argue valid points and illustrate that they have grasped the requisite knowledge on the topic that has been studied.

The task is assigned to enable the student to harness debating skills which could help the student’s future when giving public speeches to defend particular views. With this understanding of an argumentative essay definition, you can conveniently seek writing help from well-qualified writers offering writing services at affordable and competitive prices.

How to Start an Argumentative Essay

Once you have your topic, starting the essay should be manageable. Before you start writing, ensure that you have an outline that will guide what details will be included in the paper. A good argumentative essay usually starts with an introduction that provides the foundation for your ideas, followed by a strong thesis statement. Start with a hook that will entice the reader. It could be an unknown fact, a quote, or a stimulating question.
Tips for Writing an Argumentative Essay

Do you have any essay ideas? Well, there are multiple topics that you can choose to write about. The most important thing to observe is the following argumentative essay tips:

- Keep the topic interesting. You need an arguable idea. The more information you can find about the topic, the better. If it's boring, it will be challenging to write about.

- Take advantage of controversial facts. It makes your arguments more thought-provoking as opposed to using pure facts. Making your discussion provocative will enable you to express your opinion more vividly.

- Pick a precise topic. It shouldn’t be too wide or too narrow. If you pick a wide topic, you may get lost in it. A narrower topic may also not bring out the details appropriately.

- Don’t be one-sided: While giving your views, do not lean only on what interests you. Highlight the other side of the arguments too.

Argumentative Essay Structure

The structure of your argumentative essay should have the following parts:

- Introduction: The starting point of your paper includes your thesis statement and attention-grabbing fact to make your readers want more.

- Main Body: This part illuminates the justifying facts to prove the claims in your essay. The body is divided into three other paragraphs with very logical information that can be easily understood by the readers.

- Conclusion: This section finalizes the essay and offers a call to action for the readers to side with your arguments.

6.2 Persuasive

What Is a Persuasive Essay?

The primary step, to begin with, is a persuasive essay definition. Without knowing the purpose of a paper you write, achieving success and a high mark is impossible. A persuasive essay is a type of academic assignment that aims to present an author’s
position on a specific question and convince the target audience of his or her truth. While in argumentative writing, it is enough to state your position, in a persuasive one, it is also important to persuade the reader. That is what your teacher expects to see: a sound argumentation based on credible sources.

**How to Start a Persuasive Essay**

There are many ways to start writing an essay. As a persuasive paper should be engaging from the first few lines to catch the eye of a reader, we recommend starting with a hook instead of introducing the topic immediately. Several types of hooks exist. You should be careful when choosing the most appropriate one for your paper. It depends on the tone and voice of your work.

A hook could be:

- Fact
- Statistics
- Joke or anecdote
- Metaphor, allegory, simile, etc.
- Quotation of a famous person
- Literary quote
- Rhetorical question

Those are the most popular ways to start an academic paper. Watch out, as it makes no sense to begin a sensitive topic like abortion or gender discrimination with some silly jokes. You should respect your audience in any case.

**How to Structure a Persuasive Essay: General Template**

Most academic essays have the same structure template to follow. They all should have an introduction, body, and conclusion. While an intro and conclusion consist of a single paragraph in all situations, a body can consist of 3-5 or even more paragraphs depending on the word count limit and topic or question difficulty.
Extra Persuasive Essay Structure Elements and Format

In most cases, a student will have to develop a references page as an integral part of a persuasive assignment. Depending on the format, a title page may be required. If you write a paper in MLA, it is enough to include your name and last name, course name, school’s name, and a date before the title of your work. However, in APA and most of the other citation formats, you will have to create a separate title or cover page with more details.

Anyway, not to fall off the topic and follow the structure, one has to develop an outline. Without it, a student risks facing so-called writer’s block and losing the point during the writing process.

Persuasive Essay Outline Example

So, we agreed on the point that students need an outline to follow while working on a paper. The structure template works for an outline as well. To better understand it, we decided to share a specific outline example with you.

- Introduction (a brief attention grabber, both sides of the argument, a powerful thesis statement).

- Body made of three paragraphs (the structure of each is the same: topic sentence, evidence based on credible, up-to-date sources, explanation of the evidence on connection to the argument, and paragraph conclusion to solidify the topic sentence/argument).

- Conclusion (restated thesis statement, a summary of the arguments, wrapped up neat conclusion, and some forecasts for the future or solutions).

- Bibliography (or Works Cited or References page, depending on the chosen format).

How to Create a Persuasive Essay Introduction

Once you decide on the hook sentence, move to the background information. Introduce the topic and specify the origins of the question. Tell the audience why this specific topic is important to be observed. Try to capture and maintain the reader’s interest by crafting a solid thesis statement – the central argument of the entire writing that one has to defend and prove to the readers.
Working on a Persuasive Essay Body

A writer should back up the viewpoint with hard facts and credible evidence in this part. One should be ready to anticipate opposing opinions and offer counterarguments. It is critical to sound objective no matter how sure you are in your position. The elements of a good body include:

- **Facts**
- **Quotations**
- **Statistics**

You can find these elements in primary and secondary sources. For example, use books, scholarly articles, newspapers, journals, websites, interviews, polls, etc.

Finish with a Strong Persuasive Essay Conclusion

The main goal of any paper's conclusion is to leave a strong, long-lasting impression on a reader. Come up with a meaningful personal comment once you paraphrase a thesis statement and sum up the main points of the body paragraphs. You should also remind the audience why the question was so important to study in-depth or why it was critical to solving the specific problem. Stress how your work can contribute to further research on the issue.

If you find it difficult to write a persuasive essay on your own, don’t hesitate to contact our persuasive essay writing service for help.

6.3 Compare and Contrast

Compare and contrast essays are assignments that tutors often assign learners to gauge their understanding of particular courses. This essay type uses a rhetoric writing style that demonstrates the variations and similarities of certain entities.

This essay needs two entities that you will use as a basis for your paper. First, you will compare them and come up with similarities, then later spot their differences. Writing such essays needs extensive analysis to present logical explanations of each entity.
How to Select the Best Compare and Contrast Essay Format

There are several outlines suitable for such essay papers. But the trickiest question students ask is, how do you know the best outline for your paper? Point-by-point format entails organizing your points one after another, while the block comprises explaining one item fully before proceeding to the next item.

When picking an appropriate compare and contrast essay format, you must reflect on whether the subject matters have any similarities or differences before picking the topic.

Most learners can make errors thinking it is a simple paper that compares items. Conversely, it entails an in-depth investigation to uncover all the similar entities and variations. The paper must also demonstrate clarifications for any misunderstandings in the subject matter.

How to Start a Compare and Contrast Essay Outline

Now that you have an appropriate topic ready, you can start analyzing the subject matter. Reflect and write significant points that come into your mind. Be creative and examine the research subject objectively from various angles.

You can also sketch a diagram with two overlapping circles. One for similarities and another part for differences. It acts as a mind map to guide you when composing your paper.

Follow the steps below to commence your outline development.

- **Topic Introduction**
  The first step is to introduce the topic you selected after brainstorming. For instance, you can write ‘Comparison of item A to B.’

- **Theme Specification**
  It is essential to specify the significant themes that you will later highlight in the essay. The themes will reveal the primary purpose of the analysis.

- **Thesis Presentation**
  Develop a powerful thesis statement in the introduction section that informs the readers about your essay and what you aim to achieve.
How to Structure Compare and Contrast Essay Outline

A compare and contrast essay outline are similar to other common essay types in terms of structure with an introduction, detailed body text, and a conclusion. The only striking difference is that the body content has a unique organization, depending on the format. However, it is always advisable to begin with the introduction when developing an outline as you progress to other sections.

The introduction usually entails an essay topic that reveals the subject matters of the comparison, the purpose, significance, and a powerful thesis statement. Let your readers know the research objects in question and highlight the significance of the study by mentioning the supporting thoughts you gathered during brainstorming.

Proceed to the main body text and organize the paragraphs according to a suitable compare and contrast format. You can either use the block format or the point-by-point arrangement. We shall expound on the formats later in the article.

Finally, outline your conclusion by restating the thesis statement and the importance of the analysis.

How to End Compare and Contrast Essay Outline

Ending a compare and contrast outline is also crucial, just like the introduction. In the outline, you must paraphrase the thesis statement using different words. Include a summary of the significant similarities and differences you mentioned in the main body text. It is an essential section since the readers will know which object or item is superior.

Remember, the outline only highlights the significant pointers. Do not write too much information since you will expound on the points in the main essay paper.

Do’s & Don’ts to Remember

Developing a compare and contrast outline entails more than organizing the two columns that have similarities and differences. You must plan your outline and consider several do’s and don’ts to guide you when composing your essay. All academic papers usually have specific requirements, and a compare and contrast essay is no exception.
Here are some do's and don’ts that will help you achieve top-notch papers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DO’S</th>
<th>DON'TS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Develop a powerful thesis statement.</td>
<td>Don’t compose a common thesis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present both entities clearly.</td>
<td>Don’t force arguments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choose a suitable compare and contrast outline.</td>
<td>Need Help? You Got It!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorporate valid quotations.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write clear explanations.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have a consistent outline structure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ultimately, composing a compare and contrast essay requires more than impressive writing skills. You must conduct comprehensive research to develop active discussions. The readers should have a clear-cut explanation of the similar aspects and differences in the subject matter. If you make your essay interactive, the audience will also enjoy reading the paper.

Implement the tips below to craft an outstanding paper:

- **Incorporate authoritative transitions**
  
  Ensure your paragraphs have a logical and transitional flow to allow the readers to understand your essay. Use powerful transitions from one paragraph to the next.

- **Clear explanations**
  
  Clarity and cohesion will make your essay exceptional and easy to read. Thus, don’t use complicated jargon or vague sentences to explain your points. Make it simple for your audience.
Thorough edits

An essential step that most students undermine is editing. You must conduct thorough edits on your paper to eliminate all grammatical and typographical errors.

Third-party review

After completing your work, it is advisable to give a friend to review for any other possible errors. A third eye is vital for polishing your essay.

Ultimately, you need an organized and proper comparison essay outline to develop an outstanding essay. Thus, ensure you have chosen a suitable format that will clearly outline your points logically.

6.4 Narrative

When it comes to writing a narrative essay, you need to know exactly what you want to write about. Writing a narrative essay involves a lot, and you must ensure you have impeccable writing skills to pull off a good paper. Just like any other essay, you need to be aware of the format to use for this essay to make sure you are on the right track. You need to be certain of the story you are writing about and have clear facts of what exactly you are writing to help the reader picture everything you are writing in their mind.

What is a Narrative Essay?

A narrative essay definition varies in different schools. What this type of essay is all about is that its objective is to tell a story and allows you to share an experience in a more inspirational way. The good thing about such papers is that they attract readers since people enjoy reading a good story. You need to make sure your story has a good structure, and it should also be compelling and intrigue the reader to get them hooked till the end. Narratives are special, and you don’t need to use complex language. You just need to ensure the story flows smoothly and efficiently for the reader.

On How to Start a Narrative Essay

First of all, to start such an essay, you must be aware of the topic you want to write about. Consider the topic before you begin and have a draft of the whole idea for your essay. Planning out well for your essay will save you time and effort as you start as you won’t have to strain not knowing what to write about. Planning is always the key to
making sure you craft an outstanding paper. The beginning is always the most important thing and having the right plan will help you deliver an exceptional paper that may land you good points.

How to Write a Good Narrative Essay

In our many years of experience, we know what may make for a good essay and what may not. To write a good paper, you must consider various factors. One factor to consider is what topic you want to write about. What you’re planning to write about should align with your interests to ensure you enjoy working on the essay. Without enjoying the work, you might write a very poor essay. You also need to write in a more clear way, have great writing skills, make your paragraphs flow smoothly, and intrigue your reader with a bit of humor in the essay. All these factors and more need to be considered for your essay to be on point.

Essential Tips for Writing a Narrative Essay from Experts

When looking to write a narrative essay, it can be difficult trying to figure out how to approach the whole process. Here, we’ll share some narrative essay tips to help you out while in the process.

- Provide clarity – Two things to avoid and ensure your essay has clarity are syntax and complex words. Distribute ideas in your sentences and paragraphs very clearly to help the reader understand more.
- Avoid giving too much detail – When writing, ensure you avoid describing everything in the story.
- If you are writing about something you experienced, make the reader feel it.
- Make sure you avoid using passive sentence construction and try to be as simple as possible.
- Make sure you limit the number of references.

How to Structure a Narrative Essay

There are various ways to structure your narrative essay. It all depends on what you are writing about. Writing about your personal experience will make you write the essay differently; you wouldn’t if you were writing on another subject. The structure will solely
depend on the instructions your tutor gave you. Whatever the case, you just need to ensure you stay on point, keep your readers intrigued and write smoothly.

**Here’s How to End a Narrative Essay**

The end of every essay is very important. This is where you finalize everything you’ve been talking about in your whole paper, and now you won’t have that “killer” section that will leave your readers either happy or curious for some more information. Whatever the case, you need to ensure that your ending is not boring and that it actually resonates with everything you’ve presented in your whole essay. This will help make your paper stand out and reward you with good marks. There’s literally no other way to emphasize this. We’ll talk more about the ending later on.

**What a Narrative Essay Outline is All About**

An essay outline is essential to ensure you know what you are doing. An outline is like a plan for the whole work. Planning is important in everything that you do, and in this case, having an outline not only helps to make things easier but also knows the way forward once you start writing your essay. An outline is highly recommended if you want to turn in a paper that showcases the skill and prowess of a good writer. This doesn’t mean that writing skills are not much needed, but it just shows that you had everything planned out before you began the whole work. So, have an essay outline.

**Official Narrative Essay Structure – How It Should Be**

The structure of an essay is very important. Every type of essay has its specific structure, which you need to follow to make sure it adheres to the rules. There are five basic elements of a narrative essay structure. They include the setting, the plot, and the theme. To make up the five elements, the plot must have an exposition which is the beginning, the rising action, the climax, the falling action, and finally, the resolution. These are the fundamental elements that make up a good narrative essay structure.

**What Makes Up an Excellent Narrative Essay Body?**

The body of a narrative essay is very important as it makes up almost 80% of the entire essay. Therefore, you need to make sure every detail you include in your body is relevant and essential. Every sentence you write in the body should add value and have a strong meaning to what the whole story is about. Also, your paragraphs need to be excellent.
and well arranged. Keep your work as neat as possible to make it look more appealing in the eyes of the reader.

**Writing a Superb Narrative Essay Conclusion Right**

A narrative is also very important. As we mentioned earlier, how you end your essay is crucial as it determines whether you will satisfy your readers’ curiosity or not. Your conclusion must be brief and to the point. This is not a section to come up with new points. It should address every main point you’ve stated in your essay and echo the introduction.

**6.5 Expository**

Writing an expository essay requires one to be conversant with doing thorough research and using a neutral tone. While researching may be the easy part, maintaining neutrality is a major challenge for most students. These expository essay guidelines will help you to observe these rules and write a high-quality paper.

**What is an Expository Essay?**

Before writing this type of paper, it is important to know what it is. An expository essay dissects a topic by defining it and analyzing all dimensions of the subject using factual information. This expository essay definition shows that it is similar to a research paper or a report that you may have written at one time in school. A major characteristic of this paper is that it has to conduct thorough research from reliable sources to avoid gossip and personal judgments.

**How to Start an Expository Essay in Any Topic**

The starting point of writing this type of essay is to determine the topic that you want to write about. Sometimes, one may be free to select a topic, while other times, it may be provided. If you have the freedom, research online and find out topics that interest you. Come up with at least three topics that you like the most. The next step is to determine whether the topics have sufficient information online. Select the topic that has sufficient information.
How to Write a Good Expository Essay that is Informative

To write an informative, expository essay that will fetch high marks, you must use evidence to support your arguments. For example, use statistics, charts, and examples.

Ensure that you provide citations where necessary so that the reader knows that you have not faked the information. Rich examples give readers a broader understanding of the topic, and they help to confirm that your argument is real. For example, if you are writing about the future of cryptocurrencies, give the real names of some of these currencies and show their trend.

3 Basic Tips for Writing an Expository Essay

It is important to know that you can approach this type of assignment in three ways. One of them is through giving the process of how to do something. For example, you may write the process of purifying water if you are studying sciences. This involves giving a step-by-step explanation of what needs to be done before the other.

Cause-effect is the other type of expository paper you can write. In this assignment, you need to explain what causes the other. For example, explain how eating junk food may lead to poor health. Show how it leads to weight gain, diabetes, and other types of diseases. Finally, you may write a compare and contrast type of essay. This involves discussing the similarities and differences of at least two things.

For example, you may compare and contrast the experience of reading a book with that of watching a movie about the text. Basically, before writing your assignment, start by determining what type it will be, as this will guide you in knowing the information to search online.

How to Structure an Expository Essay Like an Expert

Before writing an expository essay, you should be conversant with how it is structured. Since it is similar to a regular report, this paper has three major sections. These include:

✦ Introduction
✦ Body
✦ Conclusion
Other important sections that you should include after you finish writing the above sections include:

✦ Bibliography
✦ Appendices
✦ Table of contents
✦ Headings and subheadings

Although these sections are not critical like the first three, they help to organize your paper so that it may look neat and interesting to read.

More About the Expository Essay Structure

When creating the structure of an expository paper, you should distribute words evenly throughout the paper. All your paragraphs should be of almost equal length. You cannot have a paragraph with 2 lines followed by another one with 10 sentences. If you have this, it shows that you have not researched some ideas meticulously, which may cause you to lose marks if your paper contributes to the final grade.

How to Prepare an Expository Essay Outline

The best way to write an essay fast is first to create an outline of the whole paper. An outline shows what ideas you will discuss in the introduction, body, and conclusion. In the body of the essay, the outline indicates the points that will be discussed. Each point should be followed by a short statement of the main argument of that idea.

For example, if you were writing about the causes of globalization, one of the main points would be technology. A statement of the main argument should then follow this; for example, you could state that you will discuss how the internet has globalized the planet. An outline saves you from wasting a lot of time when you start the research process.

Tips for Writing an Expository Essay Introduction

An introduction is the first meeting between you and the person reading your paper. Therefore, it has to direct the reader so that he or she may be conversant with the topic you are discussing. It should inform the reader what to expect by giving direction on the points that the paper will cover.
An introduction has two main features.

- **A brief background of the topic**
  
  You should assume that the reader does not have even the slightest idea of your topic, hence giving a brief background of the subject. For example, if it is the issue of climate change, give some information such as the latest news about climate change. Such news should be relevant and supportive of what you will discuss in the essay’s body.

- **Thesis statement**
  
  This gives the main argument of your paper. For example, you may argue that human actions lead to climate change. After the thesis, state the ideas that you will discuss regarding this issue.

**What to Write in the Expository Essay Body**

This is the main section of your paper. It should be arranged in paragraphs, with each covering only one idea. If the paper is long, you may use subheadings to show various points. You may also use headings and subheadings to show different sections of a paper.

For example, you may have headings for the history of climate change, the current situation, and the future. In the body, it is important to use citations as evidence of your arguments. Also, use quotes and examples to support the various points.

**The Secret to Writing an Expository Essay Conclusion**

The conclusion is a summary of your main argument. It should not introduce new ideas, and it should not have citations. Start the conclusion by restating the thesis statement and then summarize the main points. Make sure that the summary is brief because you discussed the points in detail in the body section of the paper.

**How to End an Expository Essay with Recommendations**

One of the major expository essay tips is to end the paper by giving recommendations. You may combine this section with the conclusion. However, in this case, ensure that the recommendations cover only one or two lines.
Sometimes, the instructions of an assignment may ask you to write a separate section of recommendation. In this case, write it below the conclusion. You may support the recommendations with a reference. After the recommendations, provide a bibliography of all the sources you have used in the paper. List the sources alphabetically and ensure that they follow the formatting style that is required in the paper.

If you have sources that you used to find information that the reader could benefit from by reading, provide them in the appendices below the reference list. Each appendix should appear on a separate page, and it should indicate the source. You may give a link to the source to make it easier to locate these materials.

6.6 Synthesis

What Is a Synthesis Essay?

Generally, a synthesis assignment is an improved form of writing which takes into consideration the general idea/thought focused on the assignment. Our expert writers will select a topic, and outline the claim, assess the sources and ideas gained.

How to Start a Synthesis Essay

Procedures involved in synthesis assignment writing are specifically divided into three sections. They include:

✦ Essay formatting and structuring.
✦ Synthesizing your references.
✦ Stating your claims and thesis.

Before knowing how to write your essay, you should first evaluate the samples provided by our online academic assignment team. Then from our writers, we shall get one to do your paper for you.

How to Write a Good Synthesis Essay

Writing your assignment can be somehow intriguing, although you should not worry much. Our writers are there to provide essay topics that will help you and guide you through the procedures involved in creating an awesome synthesis paper. This is much
easier compared to any format that requires much time to grasp. Some irrelevant data in your assignment must be eliminated so that your argument in your essay is revealed.

**Tips for Writing a Synthesis Essay**

To comprehend drafting proficient synthesis assignments, you should grasp below four essential factors that our services offer before doing your assignment; they include:

- Creating your sources.
- Critically analyze your argument.
- Structuring your assignment.
- Speak briefly about your paper.

After students provide their requirements to be edited, a writer is signaled a prompt by our customer service so that they can work on their assignments.

**How to Structure a Synthesis Essay in a Proper Manner**

A typical structure of your essay must be designed in such a manner:

- The introduction
- Thesis statement
- Argument
- Claim
- The body
- Argument
- Proof
- Analysis
- Claim 1
It restates the main thought or idea in your paper.

**How to End a Synthesis Essay – Useful Techniques to Use**

The conclusion in your paper can be difficult when handling your essay. Many students always end the body section of their assignment and feel confused as they have exhausted every idea they had initially. Thus, students can end their essay by:

- You should recap your thesis from scratch.
- Make sure that your synthesis essay ideas are shown in a dissimilar manner.
- Explain to the reader the need revealed in your topic and its significance.

**Synthesis Essay Outline You Must Employ Before Starting Your Essay**

Formulating your outline is essential for maintaining the ideas in your assignments and developing your paper. Since your essay is divided into segments, you should first plan so that you can be sure that your essay is well designed. Ascertain that each section clearly explains the claim in your thesis. Additional information, or rather the tangent, will be an obstacle when scripting your essay.

Therefore, you should be sure that all requirements are met. When studying the cause, you should not recapitulate it; thus, you should structure the summary of your essay. All ideas should be done from scratch to create a unique assignment that your instructor would like.

**Synthesis Essay Structure**

Once you have a deep comprehension of the techniques that should be employed in your essay, you should structure its following basic essay guidelines. Additionally, it is known that most students may be tempted to skive certain steps when scripting. Unfortunately, doing this will result in the low quality of the final assignments.
Therefore, by following a structural outline that includes the introduction, body, and conclusion, you will clearly understand your topic, and the ideas will flow smoothly.

**Synthesis Essay Introduction**

At times, instructors don't disclose the entire details of a topic or solution to assess the student’s weaknesses. Such instances will lead to students getting the appropriate topic for the essay. Not forgetting that your scripting process will be linked to the topic question in context. Therefore, you should wisely select your topic, highlighting the necessary arguments intended to be laid down to help yourself. The arguments in your essay range from three to five points.

In the introductory paragraphs, you should specifically highlight the texts to be synthesized while providing quick background data on the subject. It should always be short and brief by making sure that you mention the author and the title. Therefore, provide statements that will add up to your essay. Get one from our online services.

**Proper Synthesis Essay Body**

The body of your essay should specifically focus on the theme, the idea, and the flow, in particular, it must be fluent. The structure of your essay will be determined by the topic identified in the text.

Therefore, you should make sure that your essay paragraphs begin as follows:

- Commence with a statement that will attract the reader to your topic.
- State the sources employed when you were researching your essay.
- Exhibit the similarities and disparity based on the sources acquired.
- Align your text in a fair manner.

**Synthesis Essay Conclusion That Draws Reader’s Attention**

After finishing your paper, a conclusion should not be left aside as it takes a huge percentage in linking the ideas being communicated in your paper. Additionally, you may desire in recommending other research data or synthesis essay tips so that your conclusion can be excellent and makes the reader understand easily what you are doing in your paper.
Moreover, before starting your conclusion, you should understand the synthesis essay definitions used when scripting your paper. Therefore, if you find any difficulty in handling your essay conclusion, you can get synthesis essay guidelines from our online team of writers, and effective essay writer services will be delivered to you one time.

6.7 Descriptive

Descriptive essays allow the self-expression of one’s creativity without the need for hyper-intensive studying. They are probably among the simplest assignments students must tackle in their academic life.

Usually, students select a topic that best suits the assignment criteria and craft a paper capable of earning them high grades. Although there is the freedom to choose a scope, it is fundamental that one logically organizes all their ideas. These are the descriptive essay examples and guidelines to follow in your assignments.

Here are descriptive essay tips to get you started:

■ Always begin by choosing a topic you can comfortably handle
■ Take note of all the senses applicable in describing the subject: feel, smell, taste, hearing
■ Create a comprehensive outline with all topics and subtopics
■ Take time to review your essay from the start before the final submission

Writing descriptive essays is less demanding in terms of their research but requires creativity to express ideas and gives a vivid picture of the subject under consideration. Our company provides online solutions that will help you handle all assignments related to this subject.

What Is a Descriptive Essay?

A descriptive essay is a paper written from scratch describing a person, object, place, situation, emotion, experience, or condition. The main premise of this essay is to describe while appealing to the readers’ senses through the given topic.

For example, recounting how the person looked, how an experience felt, how the food tasted, how it smelled, and many others. The secret to conveying quality essays lies in
giving the reader crystal clear accounts, such that they can share an experience of what the author felt.

**How To Start a Descriptive Essay**

The first step in writing a descriptive essay entails gathering all important ideas. Deriving from “describe” in the descriptive essay definition, a student must understand before initiating the write-up that a descriptive essay requires descriptive words and phrases applicable to the assignment.

To achieve this, the writer should seek to expand their topic and reveal all the finer details necessary for the description of the person or experience. For example, if you are preparing a descriptive essay about “a holiday experience,” it’s fundamental to consider all words applicable in a holiday setting.

Here are ideas to get you started:

- Write down all ideas flowing in your mind regarding the topic.
- Structure your ideas in a manner that makes sense
- Begin with general details and get deeper afterward
- Make sure all the ideas you include are coherent with the assignment instructions

**How To Write A Good Descriptive Essay**

The rule of thumb in crafting an impeccable essay is getting all your ideas together and then building on them progressively. Initially, random ideas spring up in your mind, but not all will eventually be captured in the final paper. Therefore, always consider having a rough draft where you scribble all your ideas in a rough sketch before transferring them to the final paper.
Tips for Writing a Descriptive Essay

An assignment submitted for final grading should always bear the original thoughts of the author and offer valid arguments backed with proper evidence and citations. Here are tips to guide you:

■ Always commence your paper with suspense to capture the reader’s attention.
■ Refrain from obvious and redundant words and uphold creativity.
■ Make your thesis comprehensive and sensible.
■ Every paragraph should have a topic sentence.

Ultimately, remember to organize your paragraphs logically and embrace smooth transitions between sentences and paragraphs.

How to Structure a Descriptive Essay

Just like all the other forms of writing, such as research papers or annotated bibliography papers, descriptive essays also follow a format that ensures high-quality standards. Following an outline will help students write top-notch papers without being redundant or veering excessively from the topic scope.

How to End a Descriptive Essay

A conclusion is as essential as any other section of the assignment. A reader will either remember the details of your essay or forget them immediately, depending on the quality of your conclusion. End your essay with a take-home idea composed of the paper summary and personal recommendation.

Descriptive Essay Outline: Capture Every Detail in a Framework

An outline is a framework that guides a student on the components that should feature in the final paper. Essentially, the outline is a yardstick that tells you whether your write-up still follows the original ideas.
Here is a sample outline to follow in any descriptive essay

1. **Introduction**
   - Topic introduction
   - Comprehensive thesis statement

2. **Body of the essay**
   - Elaborate topic sentences
   - Support thesis using evidence and proper citations

3. **Conclusion paragraph**
   - Reaffirm the thesis statement
   - Summarize your ideas
   - Give an appealing take-home point

**Descriptive Essay Introduction**

The introduction of a descriptive essay should be insightful and captivating to the reader. Ideally, this section sets the tone and the foundation for all the ideas you will discuss within the paper. Make sure it’s interesting and fluent.

**Descriptive Essay Body: Create Logical Paragraphs**

Under the body of an essay, the student should remember to confine to the thesis statement while expanding on their ideas. Essentially, this section constitutes the rest of your essay, after the introduction and a thesis statement. Therefore, include all main ideas and deductions here.

**Descriptive Essay Conclusion: Summarize the Body Text**

The last section of an essay is the conclusion and will determine the scores a student gets for the assignment. The parting shot should be clear and intriguing so that any reader can easily recall the details of your essay.
6.8 Reflective

Reflective essays may not seem tough to write but always prove tricky to tackle. To craft a compelling reflective piece, you need to understand the suitable format, style, and tone to apply to make the essay interesting to the reader. Do you want to learn how to craft an exceptional reflective essay that will earn you a high score? Our expert guide features valuable tips with the support of proven approaches to writing a perfect essay.

What Is a Reflective Essay?

Generally, a reflective essay definition outlines this type of essay as an account of personal memories and experiences, focusing on describing the importance of those past events. In reality, you will be examining your personality and feelings to make your story intriguing to the audience.

Apart from real-life experiences, you might also delve into your thoughts on a particular subject, a favorite possession, or something you have observed or watched. Although this type of essay is subjective and demands less research, you must apply the standard academic format, reference, and tone.

How to Start a Reflective Essay

The first step to writing a reflective essay is to find a good topic. You can get a variety of themes that may include a recent travel experience, a movie you watched, a best friend, a visit to a recreational park, or a favorite novel. Try to remember interesting experiences that would make a good choice of topic to discuss.

It is recommended to make a list of the various topic ideas that you can come across. Then, brainstorm to get detailed information and elements that define each of the ideas, with the focus on reflecting on how they impacted your life. This may include sensory encounters like smell, emotions, touch, feeling, or visual attributes.

Expert Advice on How to Write a Good Reflective Essay

Having identified your topic, embark on formulating a thesis statement. A thesis summarizes the essay's main point to determine the purpose of writing on the subject. Again, make brief notes of all memorable moments and events that can be described as sensory experiences. From the information collected, explore ways in which you can derive questions that will assist the reader in understanding the positive or negative influence of your experience.
Writing a Reflective Essay

Academic assignments, including reflective papers, always present a challenge to students. Most are unaware of the details to include in each part of the paper. Nevertheless, writing the paper is easy once you grasp the precise format and style required. Check some of the reflective essay tips you can apply to write an outstanding paper:

- Be comprehensive but concise in your writing. This makes your audience understand your story more easily.

- Develop exciting questions. Take some time to reflect on the most intriguing and interesting personal recounts and the resultant social or cultural problems.

- Sentences and paragraphs should be brief and free from irrelevant information. Moreover, stick to the stipulated word count.

- Apply only credible sources to support your arguments.

- Have an elaborate outline. An outline provides a clear plan of how your thoughts should flow in the piece.

- Avoid colloquialism and the use of slang terms.

- Use a formal academic tone. It is recommended you write your reflective paper in the first person.

- Be sure to proofread the final draft and make the right amendments to address all mistakes.

- Develop an engaging introduction to grab the attention of readers.

How to Structure a Reflective Essay?

Before you begin writing your essay, it is important to understand how to systematically arrange your ideas to effectively communicate your opinions to the readers. One of the best ways is to categorize the main theme into three categories. First, describe the main ideas and then analyze the events that happened. Lastly, offer a personal opinion on what you have learned from the experience.
How to End a Reflective Essay with a Bang to Leave a Lasting Impression?

Just like the introduction hooks in reading the essay, the end part leaves them with the content of the purpose of the paper. Your closing remarks should cover your ideas by expressing the lessons or knowledge gained from experience. Also, include details on whether you intend to utilize the newfound understanding to plan for your future.

Reasons Behind Developing a Reflective Essay Outline

An outline is simply an organized plan for your essay. By utilizing an outline, your writing will be more coherent, and thus, you will achieve more clarity in conveying your ideas. Furthermore, it restricts you from deviating from the topic. To accomplish an outline, make a draft containing several parts of the essay, each with a list of ideas that you intend to discuss.

Key Elements That Define a Good Reflective Essay Structure

Depending on your academic level and the intention of the reflective essay, the organization of the paper might vary in one way or the other. However, there is a basic format that is normally followed. A good essay structure should incorporate an introduction, a middle body, and a conclusion.

How to Craft an Attention-Grabbing Reflective Essay Introduction

An introduction gives the reader details of the subject to be discussed in the paper. Your opening remarks should be brief but compelling to effectively 'hook' or grab the attention of your readers and entice them to read further. The hook is normally a thought-provoking element that casts a positive impression on your story. In the last sentence, include a thesis statement. Your thesis is a summary of the main ideas being analyzed.

Fundamental Components That Constitute a Reflective Essay Body

The body is definitely the main part of the essay. It consists of three paragraphs that hold all your ideas or arguments on the analyzed subjective experience. The first paragraph included topic sentences introducing the reader's main ideas. Go ahead and indicate the relevant reasons why you picked the particular subject matter for discussion in the essay.

After the reader becomes familiarized with the subject, embark on writing the second body paragraph. In this part, you are expected to reflect on the experience and how it has
influenced you. The reader will be looking forward to understanding how the event impacted your life and whether you can adapt the lessons and apply them in solving future challenges.

Lastly, formulate the last paragraph with the focus on giving more insights into why you were impressed by the experience. Use illustration when necessary to describe your reasons. Try to be brief, as long sentences are boring to read. Furthermore, write the body paragraphs in chronological order to make your story more coherent. This makes it easy for the reader to piece together all the important events highlighted in the paper.

**How to Write a Captivating Reflective Essay Conclusion**

The best way to approach the conclusion is by reiterating the thesis statement in the first sentence. The lasting remarks are normally a summary of your story and the implications of the lessons on your personality, competency, or general awareness of the subject. If there is an identified weakness in your actions, then try to describe how you would apply a different approach to address the problem in a similar case. Finally, don’t forget to use transition words to indicate that your reflective story is nearing an end.

Our reflective essay examples give you the necessary resources to craft a perfect reflective essay. However, if you get stuck writing the paper, do not hesitate to request our reflective essay assistance from expert essay writers.

**6.9 Cause and effect**

When your course tutor allocates you a cause and effect essay, don’t be anxious about what the paper entails. Such tasks are pretty easy to complete.

Here are a few simple examples of what cause and effect actually are: when it rains, the earth becomes wet; a kid who eats ice cream is happy; traumatic events make people depressed. Understanding how events or situations are connected will assist you in comprehending how to write a great essay.

This guide expounds on cause and effect essay techniques, including details on how to write a perfect piece.
What Is a Cause and Effect Essay?

It is a scholarly paper that is written to clarify why certain things occur and the results that follow such happenings. For instance, you can discuss air pollution. The causes could range from industrialization to bad vehicle conditions. The effects could be the degradation of the environment or heart and lung diseases.

This essay is meant to enhance a student’s critical thinking skills and interpretation of events or situations. With this simple cause and effect essay definition, you can create a clear outline to write your assignment from start to finish.

How to Start a Cause and Effect Essay

Writing this type of essay is simple if you have the right skills to select a topic and write. Sometimes, your teacher will assign you a particular topic to write about. Other times, you will be allowed to choose the issue by yourself. Once you decide on one, brainstorm and think about which perspective you will take.

Then, conduct your research to collect relevant information for your subject. After that, create the outline to guide you on what to write. You can then start the writing process by developing your thesis statement to guide the readers on what the paper will seek to enlighten readers.

How to Write a Good Cause and Effect Essay

The key to writing a great cause and effect paper is choosing an interesting topic with numerous sources of information. It will make your work easier. The next thing that should worry you as a student is drafting a perfect introduction that grabs readers’ attention.

You have to be mindful of the purpose of writing at all times. You can decide to inform or argue by giving contrasting views. Make your essay persuasive by offering supportive facts from your sources.

Also, always remember that a good cause and effect essay focuses on direct occurrences that result in something. Avoid grammar mistakes while writing. Once you have finalized your first draft, ensure that you edit and proofread to eliminate any errors and make your work clean.
Tips for Writing a Cause and Effect Essay

There isn’t really a special trick to writing an academic paper. But with some tips, you can effectively write an essay that impresses your readers and tutor. You can begin by creating a list of topics to help you focus on a specific idea. Then, write your outline that includes time for researching.

Give the background information on the cause of an event, then develop a thesis statement that discusses the effects of that event. Provide supporting evidence for the causes and effects. Follow the typical essay structure of introduction, body, and conclusion when writing.

Last but not least, you can get assistance from professional essay services for more cause and effect essay tips and write a customized paper that meets all your requirements.

How to Structure a Cause and Effect Essay

Your cause and effect paper structure should be simple, clear, and precise. It should contain interesting facts to mesmerize your audience. The whole piece can be divided into three crucial parts: an introduction, a body, and a conclusion.

The introduction is very fundamental to your paper because it sets the tone of the entire text. It should be brief and straightforward, with a compelling thesis statement.

The body paragraphs give the details of your assertion in the thesis statement by providing proof for the causes and effects.

Finally, the conclusion offers a powerful parting shot by summarizing your work and reaffirming the thesis statement.

How to End a Cause and Effect Essay

Your cause and effect essay should end with the same energy that was felt in the introduction. The ending needs to be concrete and should provide an accurate and authoritative summary of what you have written. Restate your thesis statement. Do not give any new information that is not in your body paragraphs.
Crafting a Cause and Effect Essay Outline

An essay outline is typically designed just like a five-paragraph structure that has an introduction, three body paragraphs, and a conclusion. The outline will also depend on any additional instructions given by the teacher.

You can follow this simple outline:

- **Introduction**: Introduce your subject and provide your thesis statement.
- **Body paragraph 1**: Argue on the first idea and illuminate how it substantiates your thesis.
- **Body paragraph 2**: Discusses the second idea that validates the thesis.
- **Body paragraph 2**: Contrasts the thesis statement by giving opposing views.
- **Conclusion**: Summarizes the work and reiterate your thesis. It can also include ideas for prospect research on a particular topic.

**How to Start Your Essay: Cause and Effect Essay Introduction**

When writing your introduction, always remember that it’s the make-or-break section. It is so important that getting it wrong may make you attain a bad grade. Additionally, a weak and monotonous beginning will not motivate your readers to continue reading your paper.

The essay’s introduction has to be spicy. It has to hook the reader with catchy information. It could start with fascinating facts, a quote, a joke, or a rhetorical question. It also has to be closed with a captivating thesis statement that shows the focus of your essay.

6.10 Critical analysis

Writing a critical analysis essay is not easy. Many students often encounter challenges while writing this type of essay. It is because they do not understand the demands of such a piece. However, when you get help from professional writing experts, you find writing a critical analysis essay bearable. And if you have been looking for a service to rely on, you are at the right place to learn how to write and make critical analysis essays captivating.
What Is a Critical Analysis Essay?

To write an excellent piece, it is essential to get the correct critical analysis essay definition to deliver content that matches it. A critical analysis essay involves evaluating other authors’ articles to increase the readers’ understanding. It covers both the positive and negative aspects.

In most cases, it is considered subjective because it articulates the writer’s evaluation or opinion of a given piece of work. Therefore, when you know what you are supposed to cover, you stand a better chance to write exceptionally. Many students lose it when they start writing without understanding their essays.

How to Start a Critical Analysis Essay Excellently

Unlike any other type of essay, writing critical analysis essays starts with reading. You need to look through the piece you are supposed to critique and understand it before you embark on doing the assignment. Ensure you take notes while reading to help you have a clear overview of the whole piece. Pay attention to unfamiliar phrases, concepts, and terms.

Ensure you find out their meaning and how well they suit the context. Determine to understand the work you are doing by focusing on 3 main points:

- **POINT 1**
  - How the material is organized

- **POINT 2**
  - The intended audience

- **POINT 3**
  - The kind of language

How to Write a Good Critical Analysis Essay

If you capture the right information while doing a critical reading, it becomes easier to write a good paper. Therefore, ensure you concentrate on your work to get all that is needed to critique.
Here is what you are supposed to do:

- Identify the writer’s purpose and thesis.
- Identify the structure by highlighting the key ideas.
- Use an encyclopedia or dictionary to understand unfamiliar terms or phrases.
- Outline.
- Determine the purpose. It could be to persuade or to entertain, for example.
- Examine the means through which the writers accomplished their purposes.
- For an informative piece, determine if the facts are accurate, clearly presented, and coherent.

**Tips for Writing a Critical Analysis Essay from Experts**

Many students get it wrong when it comes to critical analysis essay writing because they do not read it correctly. With this type of essay, you must read the piece you want to critique and understand it properly before you start the critique process. When you have got the first step right, the entire writing process becomes manageable.

To ensure your piece is captivating, here are critical analysis essay tips to help you start right.

- Determine the thesis
- Write the main ideas
- Research new terms
- Rephrase the story
- Determine the appeal—either to logic, credibility, or emotion
- Evaluate the success of it

**How to Structure a Critical Analysis Essay**

Just like any other academic piece, critical analysis essay guidelines do not change. Three parts structure your work. The initial part is the introduction. The purpose is to
grab your reader’s attention. Start with a hook, and write an engaging sentence that acquaints the audience with the essay’s main idea.

The introduction must have a thesis statement. The second part is the body, where you develop your discussion. It contains evidence, examples, and quotes that assist you in determining your position. The third and last part is the conclusion. Ensure you start your conclusion by restating your opinion. Make a summary of the entire piece without repeating what you have already written.

**How to End a Critical Analysis Essay Perfectly**

Many students do not know how to end essays because they believe the end of it is the last paragraph. However, you need to create a separate section that is different from the body paragraphs. To make your final count, use new words to restate your thesis. Do not repeat what you have written; make it stronger by summarizing the main points. End by providing a suggestion to your reader.

One of the mistakes that students make while writing a critical analytical essay is arguing outside the central ideas or the thesis statement. Another thing is the poor planning of the piece and the wrong choice of words. You can avoid all these by having a clear outline.

**Critical Analysis Essay Outline**

You can generate a perfect outline only after you have read the text and conducted research. An outline is a detailed blueprint that assists you in organizing your information effectively and upholding everything that pertains to your essay. You are not restricted while writing it. However, you should consider some particulars.

Ensure you describe the necessary information about the task and show your critical standpoint. You can opt to write a summary followed by the analysis paragraph, other sections with a summary and analysis, or combine the summary and analysis of each point in a single paragraph.

**6.11 Analysis**

If you really want to learn how to write an analysis paper, you should learn a few main things about it. No serious paper, especially an analysis one, can’t be done at the last minute. You need to do some solid work that requires effort, time, and research. You
should go deeper than just simple text writing. You will probably read the main text numerous times to understand its purpose. You need to identify its background, history, culture, operations, and many other important things.

**Select Your Topic**

This is the first and most obvious task for you. Your topic can be very straight or has some obscure features. It depends on your original object, actually. If you are analyzing some project, you should choose a straightforward format. And if you are writing about simple text, you can be more obscure.

If you have an opportunity to choose your topic by yourself, consider having some close to the theme of your interest. It will give you an opportunity to learn more about the topic you are interested in and will support you while working.

You should research in the library and internet to find some interesting material to support your analysis. Don’t forget to check out newspapers and magazines for some inspiration and specific facts.

**Begin Your Analysis**

You should learn to observe to learn how to write an analysis paper. You should read your main text without distractions to do a real analysis. After that, you should read it for a second time. This time you should make notes about things that can be helpful for your writing. These can be things that can be interesting for others, some facts that you didn’t know either.

Don’t forget to note your ideas and thoughts about the text or project. Identify its goal. Don’t be lazy and note details. And remember, your analysis paper isn’t something simple and general. It should be detailed, a unique and specific piece of work.

**Write Your Thesis Statement**

It is time for your thesis statement to improve. What should it be? First of all, it is one sentence. It should be clear and define your whole analysis paper. You should locate it in the first paragraph at the beginning of your text. It will serve several different functions. The main task of your thesis is to give you the destination for the whole paper.

It defines your working parameters. Also, it would be some kind of review for your analysis paper. It will show you and the reader what you are talking about. The thesis
gives the argument for your work. It should be provocative to grab your readers’ attention, actually. It should not be too general or too narrow. And one more time, it should be clear and reflect your analysis destination.

**Support Your Argument**

Your argument is by the thesis statement. But what will support the thesis statement? The body part is the answer. This part of your text supports the thesis statement and argument simultaneously. While writing about some exact text (book, poem), there is a good option for you to cite the source to support your argument. You should focus on your argument. Don’t forget to explain how your citations support your thesis. It is very important. Everything in your text should serve as support for your main point.

Also, don’t forget about outside sources. These things and facts can be very important and do the whole supporting job for your text. To be more serious and convincing, try to use solid sources like professional journals or official statistics. Everything should support your main point, but don’t use quotes too often. Why? Because it is your work with your own words, thoughts, and ideas. It is not a simple recitation of the source.

**Use Credible Research Sources**

Don’t forget to use some serious professional literature like articles, books, and studies. Don’t forget to check your internet supporting information; it is often doubtful and unclear.

**Conclusion**

In this part, you should write your thesis again. Here you should do the summation of your whole text. But, you should be brief. The conclusion is not the biggest part of the analysis paper.

**6.12 Process**

When writing a process essay, you must aim at handling it at the highest level. To cope with this challenge, you should be attentive, concise, and consistent. Specialists highlight a few essential points for students to consider. They are the right idea, structure, and coherence. Other aspects are less critical; however, they should be followed too.
What is a Process Essay?

The type of paper is nothing but “how-to-do” guidelines on a particular subject. Your process essay is literally a recipe for something. It does not only imply recipes for delicious dishes. It also includes ways of tackling various issues, gaining success in something, achieving goals, etc.

The peculiarity of this piece is the massive scope of application. You can write about any topic, matter, issue, and so on. Often, professors do not limit their students’ free choice of an idea for their process paper. However, there may be both pros and cons to this feature. Why? Proceed with reading to get an extensive explanation of that!

How to Write a Process Essay Step by Step

Consistency is the most reasonable way to handle this type of paper. Even if you are not very good at writing or your first experience performing such tasks, following the guidelines step by step, you can write a stellar essay. Take every piece of advice into account and become a skilled writer in a blink!

Step 1 Reflect on the Idea

A process paper is quite a particular type of paper, especially in terms of the choice of the topic. It implies that it is up to you what matters to describe. You can write about growing plants, recipes for your favorite dishes, or how to start doing business. It may be your hobby, unique ability, a personal guide, or something you are good at, and you can share your skills and knowledge with others.

Step 2 Plan out Thoroughly

If you plan out the entire process of writing the essay, you will face no difficulty with following the coherence and never forget about one or another aspect to mention. Write a list step by step indicating what actions you should describe. Then, reread it, correct some items or add others if necessary.

Step 3 Think of a Thesis

A process essay is not nonsense but a practical piece people can use in everyday life. You should convey this message from the first sentences. It is considered a statement or thesis. Its function is not only to persuade a person to read your essay but to reveal the main reason why you write it.
Step 4 Check Body to Have a Proper Structure

The central part of the essay should include 3-5 paragraphs depending on the subject. For some simple recipes, even one or two sections will suffice, but five is the minimum for complex issues. Never stretch out or narrow the text. Plan out everything in advance and check whether all the sentences and sections are coherent.

Step 5 Make a Coherent Conclusion

The statement of the introduction should be the main idea of the conclusion. However, avoid self-plagiarism. It would be best if you rewrote the thesis, in other words conveying the same message. It will show that your paper is logical enough and has its aim. The conclusion is a short part of the essay. Two or three sentences will suffice.

Process Essay Outline

The outline is your plan, roadmap, and action plan you follow to write a stellar essay. Some professors consider it a prerequisite for success and acquiring an A+ grade. But students think differently. They find it a boondoggle. To be true, it is not a requirement. But it can simplify your writing process twice and more. If you make up an outline, be sure that you will not omit anything or miss the idea.

Process Essay Introduction

The introduction should include 2-3 sentences. The first one is introductory, with a little bit of a back-story. The second one is the thesis mentioned above. A statement is not a regular hook. It is a message you aim to convey. A thesis should be a reflection of the uniqueness of your idea as well.

Process Essay Body

Being the most considerable part, the body has the function of revealing the main idea. It should consist of a few sections. A logical connection between paragraphs is critical. Follow an outline step by step, not to omit anything. Don’t forget about coherence and persistence.
Process Essay Conclusion

The conclusion is a rewritten introduction with some concepts of a solution. Its thesis should be presented in other words but have the same idea. The introduction and conclusion should be coherent with each other.

6.13 Exemplification

As a student, it is common to face certain challenges when you are asked to submit a complex essay for your assignment, especially one that you are not familiar with. That is exactly what happens when asked to write an exemplification paper.

Understandably, you feel unprepared for such a time-sensitive task, especially if you have never tackled this type of paper before. Such a complex paper can make even the most experienced writers feel overwhelmed, which is precisely why we have taken it upon ourselves to provide informative and easy-to-follow steps to guide you when writing the essay. It is not that difficult once you start the process; you have to take the first step, which is reading our guidelines and following the various steps to develop a high-quality exemplification essay.

What Is an Exemplification Essay?

It can be considered an argumentative article whose goal is to provide specific examples and pieces of evidence for your paper. The exemplification essay definition simply means writing a paper that is intended to illustrate a specific idea to persuade the reader to conform to your point of view. When writing any other assignment, you are likely to focus more on research; however, with an exemplification essay, you are expected to maintain your focus on the illustrations and examples.

How to Start an Exemplification Essay

If you are among the many students who are faced with such a challenge, there are certain sure ways you can easily overcome them. By following the steps outlined below. This process will be easier and more manageable if you implement a workable plan for each step that is required to deliver a top-notch exemplification essay. With our help, you can start working on your assignment as soon as possible.

Each step we describe in our guide is well thought out and easy to follow. You do not have to waste any more of your time searching for a more comprehensive online guide to
writing such a paper. When you visit our website, you will have unrestricted access to all the necessary information that can assist in the delivery of an excellent exemplification essay that is well within the specified time frame.

**How to Write a Good Exemplification Essay**

Below are some of the steps that you are expected to follow if you wish to deliver relatable and quality content. They include:

- Selecting a suitable topic, i.e., should be unique, specific, and informative.
- Carry out comprehensive research into the topic.
- Identify appropriate, applicable, and exciting examples.
- Plan out the outline of your assignment and develop a structure for the content.
- Populate the different sections of the paper with viable information (the introduction, body, and summary).
- Make sure to proofread and edit the paper at least twice.

**Writing an Exemplification Essay**

At this point in your studies, you may already be familiar with argumentative essays. However, you have now been tasked to write a totally different kind of paper, and you are not entirely sure which direction to take. According to our exemplification essay tips, many types of examples can be used, such as figures, statistics, graphs, reports, tables, etc.

Also, an anecdote/ personal account of events could be considered a viable example. These examples are virtually endless, provided they are related to the topic and academically acceptable. However, you should make sure that all the cases used are in line with the central theme of the assignment.

**How to Structure an Exemplification Essay**

Exemplification has often been considered to be a complicated word by students worldwide, and it should not worry you at all; it means providing examples in support of a particular topic.
Therefore, the structure will be similar to an argumentative essay, i.e., it should have a clear introduction, the body with enough examples to support your perspective, and a comprehensive summary to end the assignment. This is an essential step as it allows you to schedule enough time for each segment of the paper. Also, structuring your paper ensures the timely delivery of the assignment.

**How to End an Exemplification Essay**

Starting such a complex essay is only half the battle; you are now faced with an even more significant challenge. After writing the introduction and body of your exemplification essay, you are now expected to provide a noteworthy ending for your article. This shows the reader that the paper is coming to an end and thus need to give the reader a summary of all the ideas and examples used in the article. Also, you provide some recommendations regarding the topic.

**Developing Your Exemplification Essay Outline**

This is an assignment offered to students in different courses worldwide to assist them in describing and elaborating their perspective of a topic with the help of concrete examples. Even though topics for an exemplification essay can vary from historical to current events. Perhaps the most critical step is creating the outline for the essay. These exemplification essay guidelines will help you learn how to structure your paper using a clear essay outline.

**A Simple Exemplification Essay Structure**

The essay outline can help you structure your exemplification essay and ensure that all the requirements. Also, having your essay outline will help you create a schedule to make the most use of your time. Here is an example of such basic 5 paragraphs:

- Introduction of the central theme and provide a thesis statement.
- Introduce and explain your first example (the main point of the essay).
- Introduce and explain your second example.
- Introduce and explain your third example.
- Reaffirm your thesis statement and comprehensively summarize all the examples.
6.14 Definition

A good definition essay begins with a captivating title. Choose a moderately known subject and write an essay on that. Start the process by outlining. Include thesis, topic sentences, and conclusion statement within it. Link them, so that the points get developed into a convincing essay. Section the paragraphs so the introduction, body, and conclusion are distinctly identifiable. Remember to back up every point in the essay that you’ve taken from outside and rephrase in your own words with credible sources. Take our help if you still need it after reading this article.

What Is a Definition Essay?

The meaning of a definition essay is evident from the name – it’s an essay that discusses a certain concept at length. Many essays explain a process or thing, but not all of them qualify to be called definition essays. This essay derives its unique identity from an illustration of a given concept.

When we mean to define a thing, it’s easy when it’s tangible. Let’s say you want to define glass. There are so many things that you can describe, and nobody will conflict with you. You say that it has a smooth surface, and everyone feels the same about it. You point out its brittleness, and no one will argue that it’s malleable.

But that’s not the case with intangible things. First, let us see what they are because their understanding is a prerequisite to elaborating their significance in discussion essays. Intangible things are those that you may feel or see but can’t touch for sure. For example, – happiness, beauty, ugliness, and difficulty. They are abstract nouns that everyone has an understanding of, but no one can touch them. Such subjects are the best choices for discussion essays.

A definition essay is that it elaborates such concepts in different ways. You can pretty much complete the paper in a paragraph if you were just to define a concept, then how do you create an essay with it? The answer is – by incorporating multiple definitions and laying out both their similar and contrasting interpretations in the body of the essay. It leads to an intellectual discussion, and after reading the paper, one gets a complete sense of the subject and knows all the theories that exist about it in the literature.

How to Start a Definition Essay

The first thing that has to be decided is your topic. If your teacher has already assigned you one, there’s nothing you can change. But if you have the leverage to choose it
yourself, don’t go with the most difficult option. Choosing the easiest one is not the right thing to do either. Get yourself a topic that lies in the middle of the two extremes.

People will like to read your essay if it defines such a subject for them that they can’t easily find an essay about. Too easy concepts or terms have a limited tendency to spark interest. Topics like ‘how much food is too much food?’ are interesting topics. You won’t find as many essays on it as you can find on ‘food’ in general.

**How to Write a Good Definition Essay – A Structured Approach**

Certain things qualify as the fundamental traits of any good essay, and a definition essay is no exception. Of course, it needs an interesting title, but there’s a lot to take care of in the essay after finalizing the topic too.

Important definition essay tips include:

- Inserting a hook statement at the start.
- Connect paragraphs with linking phrases like ‘in addition to,’ ‘in contrast to,’ and ‘moreover.’
- Fulfil your teacher’s requirements concerning word count, formatting, referencing, etc.

Taking care of the above points, you must adopt a structured approach to writing your essay. The process has to be systematic and start with the making of the outline. This helps you ensure that you know everything you have to write about from the very beginning. You stay focused and don’t deviate from the topic as you develop the outline into a full essay.

**Proven Tips for Writing a Definition Essay**

If it’s difficult to memorize everything you need to do to write it well, just keep the following three tips with you. No matter what your subject, the use of these tips will always help you craft the best essay. The three-definition essay guidelines include:

- Include as many definitions and perspectives about the subject in your essay as possible.
- You are using credible references to draw information.
- Proofreading the writing.
How to Structure a Definition Essay – Experts’ Opinion

The structure of a definition essay depends upon the genre of the essay or the purpose of writing. If it’s an argumentative essay, you have to follow the traditional five-paragraph structure. If it’s a comparison and contrast essay between two terms, you may choose a point-by-point structure or block structure. All kinds of structures are appropriate as long as the essay has a clearly viewable introduction, body section, and conclusion.

How to Create a Good Definition Essay Outline

It’s the first step in the process. Good outlines are written as points. You’ll need to do your research on the subject at this stage so that you know all the points that you’ll incorporate in the outline. When it comes to making them, you have to ensure that you have:

✦ A decided topic.
✦ A hook statement.
✦ A thesis statement.
✦ At least three topic sentences.
✦ Three to four reference points under each topic sentence.
✦ A conclusive statement.

What’s the Right Definition Essay Structure?

The outline depicts the structure. Once you’ve got the outline, don’t change the pattern or sequence of points. Build your essay by keeping all points in the outline’s order. Start the structure with the introduction. In the first body paragraph, write what knowledge exists about the subject. In the second body paragraph, analyze it and share what you think about it personally. In the third body paragraph, write criticism for your approach and then refute it in the very paragraph. In the last, write the conclusion.
7. Final word

You’re on the finishing line, congrats! Now you know everything about the writing process and can complete every stage competently and effectively. Let’s briefly recap the key points you should keep in mind when approaching any academic task:

■ Don’t ignore the pre-writing stage, as it’s your only chance to come to grips with the professor’s prompt and understand the instructions well.

■ Conduct preliminary research to see what academic sources are available on your subject.

■ Use creative writing techniques to narrow the scope and formulate your topic.

■ Keep the essay’s length in mind when writing an essay, with the introduction and conclusion taking 20% of the volume and the body of your essay occupying the remaining 80%.

■ Never ignore writing an outline, as it will serve as your roadmap and simplify the whole writing process.

■ Invest separate time and effort into formulating a solid thesis statement. It is the strongest point of any writing.

■ Follow the academic conventions of introduction, body paragraph, and conclusion structuring.

■ Revise the essay many times to check all aspects of writing quality.

■ Mind the assigned formatting style and use it throughout the essay, from the title page to references.

■ Follow the assigned essay type to complete a home task per your professor’s expectations and avoid grade reduction for the wrong writing technique.
Hopefully, by the end of reading this e-book, you’ve figured out two main secrets of stellar essay writing:

- Honing your academic writing skills by understanding the essay’s structure, research basics, and flexibility in the use of pre-writing, writing, and revision techniques.
- Knowing the sources, tools, and databases you can use when you’re stuck and don’t know how to resolve a writing issue.

We’ve covered the first point at length, ensuring that you’re well-tuned to the pre-writing strategies and techniques, can find a credible source for your essay, and know everything about the key essay components and their constituents. We’ve also shared everything we know about essay types and given you helpful tips for choosing a topic for each of them. We’re sure you won’t ever mix APA, MLA, and Chicago formatting approaches with our careful guidance. So, what’s left from the outstanding writing equation at this stage?
Use a large database of our essay samples if you have zero inspiration and don't know where to start.

Contact a professional essay writer for topic suggestions, extensive research, editing of your draft, or full-scale writing of your assignment.

All suggestions provided in this e-book were compiled by our experienced, seasoned writers with years of experience and daily involvement in academic writing of all sorts. If you're still in doubt, please study the EssayWriter testimonials to get a feel of our satisfied customers' impressions.

We're happy to welcome any struggling student with any academic challenge 24/7, so don't try to do everything on your own. You can always rely on our assistance and competent academic advice.

Good luck with your studies!